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Our contact information  

This brochure does not include everything we offer. 

Please contact one of our business developers for further info. 

North American Stone and Tile

info@nastllc.com

973-830-3185
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In this Brochure: 

This brochure does not include everything we offer. 

Please contact one of our business developers for further info. 

North American Stone and Tile

 info@nastllc.com 

973-830-3185

Stone

Zellige & Terracotta Projects 

Packaging 



Stone Range 



Zahra Grey 

Old Heritage 

Brand new product 

from our quarries with 

dark grey tones in our 

most authentic re-

claimed-look finish. 

Use: Flooring - Indoor, Outdoor 

Zahra Grey 

Brushed 

Brand new product 

from our quarries with 

dark grey tones in a 

soft and tactile 

brushed feel. 

Use: Flooring - Indoor 



Atlas Grey 

Paris Casa 

A gentle grey lime-

stone with a sand-

blasted and brushed 

look and feel. 

Use: Flooring - Indoor 

Arcachon Grey 

London Finish 

A gentle grey with a 

sanded, rustic feel. 

Use: Flooring - Indoor 



Gris Ifrane 

Old Heritage 

Brand new olive-grey 

stone from our latest 

quarry in our  

most authentic  

reclaimed-look finish. 

Use: Flooring - Indoor, Outdoor 

Alsace Taupe 

Manoir Poncé  

A cognac coloured 

limestone with a strong 

weathered look. 

Use: Flooring - Indoor 



Arcachon Beige 

Brossé Light 

A busy beige with 

open formations and 

features with pillowed 

edges and a soft 

homey surface feel. 

Use: Flooring - Indoor, Outdoor 

Sahrai Travertine 

St. Emilion 

A neutral, dense, 

lightly cooloured trav-

ertine with pillowed 

edges and a soft 

homey surface feel. 

Use: Flooring - Indoor 



Beige Mix 

Old Heritage 

A balanced mix of 

beige tones in our 

most authentic re-

claimed-look finish. 

Use: Flooring - Indoor, Outdoor 

Beige Mix 

Vieux Patrimoine 

A timeless and com-

plex finish indistin-

guishable from mate-

rials centuries older. 

Use: Flooring - Indoor, Outdoor 



Beige Mix 

Antiquaire Brushed 

A mix of beige and 

grey tones with a 

sandblasted and 

brushed finish with a 

lightly rigged feel. 

Use: Flooring - Indoor, Outdoor 

Athena Fez 

A mix of materials and 

finishes, for a  

uniquely antique 

look. 

Use: Flooring - Indoor, Outdoor 



Cap Ferrat 

Traditional Format 

Cap Ferrat 

Traditional Format - Piqued 



Cap Ferrat 

Free Form  

Luberon 

Traditional Format 



Cap Ferrat 

Free Form  

Cap Ferrat 

Contemporary Straight Edge 



Cap Ferrat Ocre 

Free Form 

Gris Cap Ferrat 

Traditional Format - Piqued 



Cap Ferrat 

Random Ashlar 

Luberon 

Traditional Brossé 



Zahra Grey 

Wall Strips — Brushed 
Zahra Grey 

Wall Strips - Erosion



Edge Details 

Wall Formats 



Zellige and Terracotta 

One of the most recogniable and iconic parts of Morocco is Zellige.  
Colorful tiles that often adorn public fountains, mosques and private dwellings. 

Their precise hand-cutting techniques, adjunct to the indicative chamfered back, is 
what defines them. Differentiating them from any other tile in the world. 

This combination of traits renders Zellige tiles able to be is installed without any 
grout in between them. This is what truly allows the intricate geometric patterns that 
this part of the world’s architecture is vastly known for.

We also make normal Terracotta tiles. They have the same color range as our 
Zellige, but are your standard rectangular prism shapes. No chamfered backs. 

All our tiles are 100% handmade. 



What makes our tiles special

Our Zellige is made of high-quality local clay from Fes, filtered and 

wet on site. This allows us great quality control. 

All the off-cuts from the original shaping are re-used for a 

zero waste approach. 

We originally cut the 10x10cm in 11x11cm, so they can be re-

trimmed after the final glaze. This achieves perfectly straight edges.  

We measure and mix all the pigments ourselves in-house. 

We guarantee NO LEAD in our colours. 

We also offer good working conditions to all our workers, fair wag-

es and chartered social insurance.  Heritage Groupe always strives 

to be the local leader in social and ecological awareness. 

Hand-cut wet shape First oven cook Hand applied glaze Re-trimmed edges Chamfered 

Production steps: 



Zellige offers truly limitless 

possibilities in color and design 

Contact one of our sales repre-

sentatives for the full range 



Difference between 

Zellige and Terracotta 

Standard 

Formats 



 Garden 

 Our skilled workers can make be-spoke items for garden decoration or utility, such as: 

benches, oil wheels, fountains, etc.  
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